18/03/2014
Sooo! Last week in Reverb we jointly composed a new song. It was a country and western song with yes, you guessed it, funny lyrics. In the song, our cowboy character ends
up, running through the planes wearing nothing but a cheeky grin!
My work supervisor (Jeany) has been offered a promotion. So Jeany will now become
the development manager for PMZ. I’ve been working with Jeany since I started working
at PMZ, as she gave me the apprentice job. I can honestly say nobody deserves a promotion more than Jeany. She’s so passionate about her work, she throws all of her energy into it and I’m privileged to have worked with her………………………………..She’s not
dead or anything! Hahahaha

01/04/2014
We’ve started gathering our song collection together last week. There were a few songs I
didn’t know because they’d been composed before I started with the group. I did really
like them though and I’m hoping to learn them as we begin rehearsing. I feel like I’ve established myself within the group now. For that reason I’ll be sure to re-iterate that they
can feel free to come and chat to me about any concerns they have about anything!
I’m also going to let my three lads know (who’ve shown enough educational potential)
they can contact my college at DBS music to study a beginner’s course.

27/05/2014
I’m baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaack!
So anyways I haven’t written in my blog for weeks because I’ve been taking some intensive physio up at mt Gould hospital…..
I’m up on my feet now with my walker/rollator thingy, who I’ve lovingly named Cher.
I’ve just got my dad to do some work to the handles and the wheels. So I’ve aptly called
her Cher because she’s had she’s had a little bit of work done (bom bom crash!)

